Community Council
Friday, February 9, 2018
3:00-4:00 Room 901
Welcome -Makele Moore
Attendance- Makele Moore, Jeff Pryor, Ed Campbell, Vincent Clow, Dawn Lyons, Thom Hutchinson,
Penny Morris, Debora Braid, Patti Barager, Stephanie Thomson, Debbie Rios, Monica Panzarella.
EXCUSED: Tracie Atkins, Cheryl Cloward, Nicole Smith.
Approved minutes: Vince Clow First and Jeff Pryor Second. We all approved.
This meeting we let teachers come in and talk to us about what they could purchase and make better for
the children. That is always one of my favorite meetings because then we can really get involved with
the teachers and children. I know we had a question on some of them, so we rescheduled and came in
and made decisions on what was the best out of all of them.
We had Vince Clow asked for books, Mindi Cella also asked for books, Tanielle Carter asked for
calculators, Stacie Simmons and Melinda Stecklein- also ask for books, Debra Carter asked for
magazines, Brad Shaffer ask for band music, Callie Burton asked for more babies supplies. (we are
thinking on giving them more babies.), Cassie Grether stipend for textbook to be written which the
District will be taking care of that is I understand correctly. Gretchen Thomas tablets, Kimberly
McCullum probes and license for science, Jill Morril dissection material for science, Jonathan Lai, 3d
printer, Woodshop Supplies, Curtis Carlisle wants P.E equipment., Mrs. Hogg is asking for calculators,
and last but not least, Karyn Allen Refresh and Hardware Replacement.
Trust lands budget: Mr. Campbell reminded us that everything is paid for like: Hill and Nelson salaries
are paid for. Everyone has been paid for all the teachers asked for. 40 chrome books, (Mott and 2
others) 3 TVs instead of 4, Seminars and conferences for the teachers that need to go. Jeff Pryor is going
to make a google sheets, so we can find out where the money goes. We all loved the idea. It went over
well. There will also be more teacher for proposals for things they need in their classrooms. There are
1046 new students and two more teachers to help with German and Spanish. Olsen wants to start A.P.
science class. There is also a R.O.T.C for this school soon. Lots of momentous changes. It sounds like we
will also have a great amount of money next year to work with. The meeting is on March 19 th, 2018 for
us to go in and write our plan for the next year. So, we have February and March to decide how we are
going to spend the money for next year.

We will be meeting again March 9, @ 3:00 in room 901.

